We Protect
Why work with FHA?
We know what to do and we get it done

safety monitoring in clinical trials as well as in the
safety and clinical research when working with individual
client’s business challenges.

We customize our approach to ﬁt the unique needs of each client company
Fiore Healthcare Advisors understands that each company and management team is
unique. We appreciate that there is always more than one way to achieve the goals of

When providing services, we act on a true partnership and
address your business challenges as they were our own.

pasted from our last engagement. Our goal is to make you successful.

Our Promise
Listen to you and understand your challenges as though
they were our own in order to develop and deliver the

or based upon our judgment where grey areas exist.

Pharmacovigilance
Chief Safety Oﬃcer Services
Product Safety Strategy
Safety Outsourcing
Epidemiology
PV System Review & Support

compliance by improving the
overall strategy, eﬃciency,

Clinical Research
provide proven frameworks and methodologies.
support your overall business strategy.

Our People
Our consultants are former Chief Medical Oﬃcers, Heads of
Clinical Safety, and have lead Clinical Research programs. In
those roles, we have faced business challenges similar to the
ones you face. We partner with external experts from leading

Pharmacovigilance, Clinical Research, and academia, as well

Gregory Fiore, MD
Founder

greg@ﬁorehealthcare.com

Sponsor Quality Medical Monitoring
Development Planning
Protocol Authoring
Clinical Study Report Authoring
Safety Oversight of Clinical Trials

Develop Clinical Research
strategies and execute high
quality programs to generate
data that meet overall

Our Company
consultancy with a passion for both disciplines. Our services help clients overcome

Founded by a former Chief Medical Oﬃcer and Head of Safety, our team thoroughly
enjoys delivering value to our clients and stakeholders.

678 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

www.ﬁorehealthcare.com

Amit Patel, PharmD
President
Amit@ﬁorehealthcare.com

